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The general conclusion of the article is stated thus: " We have found 
once more that the ready-made division of our world into matter of fact 
and ideas, into imaginary and real, has conducted us to error. And we 
saw that to sunder life into separate spheres of play and earnest is inde- 
fensible. Life and the world do not admit those compartments which 
are blindly fixed by hasty theories. Life and the world offer us an in- 
definite number of aspects and distinctions, and the worth and reality of 
these is in every case relative, though, because relative, it may in a given 
case become absolute." ROBERT MORRIS OGDEN. 

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE. 

JOURNALS AND NEW BOOKS 

REVUE PHILOSOPHIQUE. January, 1907. La psychologie quan- 
titative (pp. 1-32): J. J. VON BIERVLIET. - Fechner's psychophysic law 
must be interpreted as meaning that when a subject compares his impres- 
sions from a series of stimuli increasing in a geometric progression, it 
seems to him that the stimuli are increasing in an arithmetical progres- 
sion. So formulated the law no longer defines exact relations between 
mind and body, but is still worthy of investigation. Is it established? 
The work of E. H. Weber, whom Fechner considered his precursor, shows 
results both too inexact and too insufficient to ground it (to be con- 
cluded). Esthetiquze et psychologie (pp. 33-66): A. BERTRAND. - Maine 
de Biran is a noteworthy esthetician as well as psychologist. His original 
views are to be found in the Journal intime. Art is not imitative, we 
do not copy, but we feel, translate and interpret, imitating only to sup- 
plement sluggish imagination. Naturalism is wrong, for beauty lies in 
man and is not a type of objects. Esthetic idealism is insufficient, for 
the work of art goes beyond reality to the inner truth of things. Feeling 
analogy, sympathy, is the key to art appreciation. Sur la distinction du 
normal et du pathologique en sociology (pp. 67-80): A. BAYET. - M. Durk- 
heim has assumed in his book 'iRegles de la methode sociologique' that 
there is definable a normal or healthy condition of society and a patholog- 
ical one. But he defines the normal as the 'general' or 'frequent,' and 
so excludes exceptional perfections and the possibility of an evolution of 
the social type. Even if the normal were definable, it would be a mere 
play of words to compare a normal state of society with a state of health 
as defined by physiologists, for the latter is desirable as escape from pain, 
while a 'social pain' is meaningless. Revue ge'ne'rale: Quelques publica- 
tions recentes sur la morale (pp. 81-99): J. SEGOND. Analyses et comptes 
rendus: R. Eisler, Leib und Seele: G. L. DUPRAT. Otto Effertz, Les 
antogonismes e'conomiques: ADOLPHE LANDRY. Sociological papers, pub- 
lished for the Sociological Society, Vol. II.: S. JANKELEVITCH. Paul 
Gaultier, Le sens de l'art. Sa nature, son role, sa valeur: L. ARRE'AT. 

Robert Saitschick, Franz6sische Skceptilker: Voltaire MIerimee. Renan: 
L. ARREAT. 
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l3rackenbury, Laura. A Primer of Psychology. London: John Mlurray. 
1907. Pp. 120. is. 

Calkins, MAary Whiton. The Persistent Problems of Philosophy. New 
York: The Macmillan Co. 1907. Pp. xxii + 575. 

iMacLeane, Douglas. Reason, Thought and Language, or The Many and 
the Onze. London: Henry Frowde. 1906. Pp. xv + 583. 

AMonroe, Will S. History of the Pestalozzian Movement in the United 
States. Syracuse: C. W. Bardeen. Pp. 244. $2. 

Stuyvaert, M. Les nombres positifs. Expose des theories modernes de 
l'arithmetique elementaire. Ghent: Van Goethem. 1906. Pp. xii + 
132. 3 fr. 

Wilkinson, R. J. The Peninsular Malays. Vol. I.: Malay Beliefs. 
London: Luzac & Co. 1906. Pp. 81. 2s. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

THE Western Philosophical Association met conjointly with the North 
Central Section of the American Psychological Association, in Chicago, 
March 28-30. The members of the former Association were the guests 
of the University of Chicago, and their sessions were held in the Law 
Building of the University. The following program was offered: Friday 
morning, The Pedagogy of Philosophy. A Conference on Methods: 
'Garman as a Teacher,' James H. Tufts; 'The Teaching of Psychology,' 
James R. Angell; 'A Sketch of an Experimental Course in Esthetics,' 
Max Meyer; 'The Teaching of Ethics,' Frank Thilly. Friday afternoon, 
The Interpretation of the Religious Consciousness: 'The New Mysticism,' 
George A. Coe; 'A Bit of Physiological Religious Psychology,' E. D. 
Starbuck; 'The Philosophical Interpretation of the Religious Conscious- 
ness,' F. C. French; 'Suggestions toward the Psychology of Religion,' 
Irving King. Friday evening, Annual Address of the President: 'The 
Ego and the Empirical Psychology,' W. B. Pillsbury. Saturday morning, 
at the philosophical session: 'Pure Experience and Reality,' E. B. Mc- 
Gilvary; 'The Attributes of Reality,' J. E. Boodin; 'The Ultimate Value 
of Experience,' Stephen S. Colvin; 'Soeren Kirkgaard,' David Swenson; 
'Realism and Objectivity,' B. H. Bode. Saturday morning, at the psy- 
chological session: 'Monaural Localization of Sound,' Daniel Starch; 
'Further Observations on a Case of Audition without the Tympanic 
Mechanism,' W. V. D. Bingham; 'The Effect of Reading on the Eyes of 
School Children,' W. D. Scott; 'The Intensive Method of Experiment 
and Demonstration in Elementary Psychological Instruction,' Mabel C. 
Williams; 'The Relation of Pressure and Muscle Sense,' Thaddeus L. 
Bolton; 'Imitation in Monkeys,' John B. Watson; 'Preliminary Report 
on some Experiments oln the Transference of Training,' G. Cutler 
Fracker. Saturday afternoon, at a joint session: 'The Place of Au- 
thority in the Moral Judgments of Common Sense,' F. C. Sharp; 'The 
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